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Sample 1 

Discussion: 
This sample uses a 
journal entry format, 
with an illustration  
accompanied by a 
―story sentence‖ to 
explain the drawing. 
The attention to detail 
in the illustration likely 
indicates familiarity 
with this activity. The 
use of the word ―what‖ 
rather than ―went‖ 
could indicate the use 
of a word wall or other 
environmental print, 
an important part of  
writing development. 
 
 
APPROACHING  
STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 
-  Content and character usually tell about personal experiences 
-  Writing focuses on a topic (sentence and picture are consistent) 
-  Writing makes sense independent of context-setting illustration 
-  Uses words related to topic (ski-doing) 
-  Writing is individual (sounds like child talking) 
-  Uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling 
-  Capitalizes first letter of names, ―I‖, and the beginning of sentences (Me) 

Grade One Writing 
 
Students begin with simple drawings and labels then move to written descriptions and stories. By the end of grade one,  
students are able to write in several genres (narrative, expository, letters, and poetry). They use previously modeled forms, 
and often follow familiar sentence patterns. Although conventions are still not consolidated (there will still be approximated 
spelling and other errors), the intent to communicate should be clear. Content usually is focused on personal experiences, 
as well as areas of personal interest. Students begin to make connections between their own prior knowledge and  
experiences and new learning. They also begin to paraphrase information found in texts, as well as beginning to put ideas 
and information into sequential formats. Beginning writers will use initial/final consonant combinations along with some  
medial vowels, expand their sight word base, and use classroom environmental print. Word walls, posted charts and  
poems, big books, familiar texts, name cards, theme words, and other sources of text all contribute to the development of  
independent writers in Grade One. Students also need lots of opportunity to write – shared and interactive writing, guided 
writing, and independent writing time. It is also important for students to have choice in their writing – in topic, in genre, or 
both  They also begin to expand their ability to sort ideas and information, and begin to use graphic organizers such as  
K-W-L, RANN, and ―beginning-middle-end‖ charts.   

Grade 1 
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Sample 2 

Rubric Qualities 
-  Content and characters usually tell about personal experiences (family trip to dinosaur museum) 
-  Writing focuses on a topic (information relates directly to what was seen at the museum) 
-  Writing makes sense independent of context-setting illustration (writing can be read without referring to the picture) 
-  Models familiar text structure: journal entry (picture and simple explanation of activity) 
-  Uses words related to topic (family, Jurassic Park, diplodocus) 
-  Writing is individual (sounds like the child is talking or telling the story) 
-  Uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling (all spelling is correct in this sample, but is not expected to be 
that way in all writing) 
-  Capitalizes first letter of names, ―I‖, and the beginning of sentences (also includes upper-case letters in incorrect places) 
-  Uses periods at the end of sentences  
-  Errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable  
 

Discussion: 
This sample could be either 
a journal entry or a labelled 
picture. It shows the  
student’s ideas clearly, as 
well as an intent to  
communicate information. 
Attention to detail in the 
picture would indicate a 
personal experience with 
the content. The sentence 
structure is very  
sophisticated for a grade 
one student, indicating 
strong oral language  
Development 
 
 

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Sample 3 Discussion:  This sample shows a common form of communication between 
student and teacher. It is a simple ―letter‖ format. It clearly communicates the 
child’s feelings about the teacher. There is a generalization of the idea of  
sentences, with one sentence per line. When the third sentence is longer than 
the line, the period is inserted randomly. There is a closing (―Your friend child‘s 
name removed‖). Word spacing makes the text a bit difficult to read, but when 
the intent is determined, the text is easier to read. 
 

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 
-  Content and characters usually tell about personal experiences (teacher and 
school) 
-  Writing focuses on a topic (Mrs. Hill) 
-  Writing includes a few details (Mrs. Hill is sweet and beautiful) 
-  Models a familiar structure (simple letter) 
-  Uses descriptive words to create an image (sweet, beautiful) 
-  Writing is individual (sounds like child is talking) 
-  Uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling (most words 
spelled correctly, ―four‖ instead of ―for‖) 
- Capitalizes first letter of names, ―I‖, and the beginning of sentences (lots of 
other upper-case letters interspersed, but consistent with names and begin-
ning of sentences) 
-  Errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable 

Grade 1 
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Sample 3 

Discussion:  This sample deals with a 
familiar topic (soccer). It is written in 
third person, and is more like a story 
than a journal entry. The illustration 
helps to clarify the writing - without it, 
the approximated spelling is a bit diffi-
cult to read. The spelling shows good 
application of both phonic (ethr, sokr) 
and spelling rules (-ing ending), as well 
as sight words. 

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 
-  Content and characters tell about per-
sonal experiences (playing soccer) 
-  Writing focuses on a topic  
-  Writing includes a few details (goal, 
scores) 
-  Models familiar text structure (simple 
story) 
-  Story has a beginning (The boy is 
playing soccer) 
-  Uses a variety of simple sentence pat-
terns (use of ―This‖ and ―That‖ to start 
sentences) 
-  Writing is individual; sounds like child 
is telling the story 
-  Writing engages the audience 
-  Uses a mixture of approximated and 
conventional spelling 
-  Capitalizes first letter of names, ―I‖, 
and the beginning of sentences (as well 
as random uppercase letters) 

Sample 5 
Discussion:  This sample shows a more focused attempt at telling a 
story. Rather than writing from immediate personal experience, this 
student is using information learned in class as the base for the 
story. It has a beginning, some details in the middle, and an end. 
There is an effort to describe the character. Without some knowl-
edge of the topic, the approximated spelling makes the story difficult 
to read.  

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 
-  Writing focuses on a topic (the pirate) 
-  Writing includes a few details (parrot, name, gold) 
-  Writing makes sense independent of context-setting illustration 
(spelling makes it hard to read, but the content makes sense) 
- Models familiar text structure (simple story) 
-  Story usually has a beginning 
-  Story may have middle and/or end 
-  Uses words related to topic (Captain, crew, parrot, gold, flag, 
sailed) 
-  Uses descriptive words (only has a parrot, name was Black-
beard, buried some gold) 
-  Writing is individual (sounds like child is telling the story) 
-  Writing engages audience 
-  Uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling (uses 
environmental print - captain, parrot; phonics - oons, oly, avethin; 
and some spelling rules - saild, pirat) 

Grade 1 
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Sample 6 Discussion:  This bed-to-bed story shows an attempt to  
sequence ideas through the illustrations. A feature of bed-to-
bed stories is that they tell a linear sequence of events, but are 
not always directly connected to the original idea. In this case, 
the final sentence is connected in sequence, but is not directly 
related to the beginning. 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 
-  Content and characters usually tell about personal  
experiences 
-  Writing includes a few details (the babies were small) 
-  Writing makes sense independent of the context-setting 
illustration 
-  Models familiar text structure (bed-to-bed story) 
-  Story usually has a beginning 
-  Story may have middle and/or end 
-  Uses words related to topic (uncle, cat, babies) 
- Uses descriptive words to create an image (small) 
-  Writing is individual (sounds like child is telling the story) 
-  Uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling 
-  Capitalizes the first letter of names, ―I‖, and the beginning 
of sentences (includes other upper-case letters) 
-  Uses periods at the end of sentences 
-  Errors may be distracting but basic communication is  
understandable. 

Sample 7 

Discussion:  Although this is structured like a simple story with a 
―Once there was…‖ beginning and a ―happily ever after‖ ending, it is 
really more of a description. There is no story problem nor is there 
any action. However, there are specific details and descriptions. 
The author uses some sophisticated sentence structure (there were 
other kids that were older and bigger), and stays on topic  
throughout the piece. The punctuation is not correct, but the 
thoughts are generally in sentences and the communication is 
clear. 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric Qualities: 
-  Content and characters tell about personal experiences 
-  Writing focuses on a topic 
-  Writing includes a few details (6 years old, name is Josh, very 
good player, other kids are older and bigger) 
-  Writing makes sense independent of context-setting illustration 
-  Models familiar text structure (fairy tale at beginning and end, 
but really a description) 
-  Story has a beginning 
-  Story has a middle and/or end 
-  Uses words related to topic (skating, player, sticks) 
-  Uses descriptive words (older, bigger, very good, pretty good) 
-  Uses a variety of simple sentence patterns 
-  Writing is individual (sounds like child is talking) 
-  Writing engages the audience 
-  Uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling 
-  Uses periods at the end of sentences 
-  Errors may be distracting but communication is understand-
able 

Grade 1 
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Sample 8 

Sample 9 
Discussion: This piece demonstrates good story organization, with 
a problem, action, and a conclusion. The beginning is a statement, 
telling time and character. The sentence structure is simple. There 
is not a lot of descriptive language, but there are some good word 
choices (afraid, remembered, thought) and the voice is clear. 
There are some jumps in the text that are a bit hard to follow 
(Sassy‘s mom, ‗smelling‘ your way out) but that is consistent with 
Grade One writing. 

EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS 

Discussion: This piece is a simple description. It has some 
varied sentence patterns. The sentences connect clearly, al-
though the first one is not  particularly effective as an introduc-
tion since it is more of a detail than a main idea.  There are 
other details included, but no real ending. The author has 
done a good job incorporating illustrations with the text. The 
spelling shows good sound/letter matching (helmit, defrint, 
plasis) as well as some sight words.  
 

EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric  qualities: 
-  Content and characters usually tell about personal experiences  
-  Writing focuses on a topic (Cutie being lost and finding his way 
home) 
-  Story may include a problem (being lost) 
-  Writing includes a few details (being afraid, hearing a sound, 
Sassy‘s mom, Dad‘s advice) 
-  Writing makes sense independent of context– setting  
illustration  
-  Models familiar text (simple story) 
-  Story usually has a beginning 
-  Story may have middle and/or end (has both) 
-  Uses words related to topic 
-  Writing is individual (sounds like the student is telling the story) 
- Writing engages the audience 
-  Uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling 
(very minor spelling errors) 
-  Capitalizes first letter of names, ―I‖, and the beginning of sen-
tences (sentence beginnings, Cutie, Sassy) 
-  Uses periods at the end of sentences 
- Errors may be distracting but basic communication is  
understandable (clear and easy to read) 

Rubric qualities: 
-  Content and characters usually tell about personal  
experiences 
-  Writing focuses on a topic 
-  Writing includes a few details 
-  Writing makes sense independent of context setting  
illustration 
-  Models familiar text structure (simple description) 
-  Uses words related to topic 
-  Writing is individual (sounds like child is talking) 
-  Uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling 
-  Capitalizes first letter of names (Jaffreys), ―I‖, and the  
beginning of sentences 
-  Uses periods at the end of sentences 
-  Errors may be distracting but basic communication is clear 

Grade 1 


